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Camden Property Trust, an S&P 400 Company, is a real estate company primarily 
engaged in the ownership, management, development, redevelopment, acquisition, 
and construction of multifamily apartment communities. Camden owns interests  
in and operates 164 properties containing 56,107 apartment homes across the  
United States.

Challenge
Camden utilized an onsite data center at their corporate office in Houston. When 
the time came for a corporate move, they decided to investigate colocation providers 
as an option to the onsite situation. 

Solution
Camden’s biggest concern was weather. Fibertown offered a secure colocation  
facility in Bryan, safe from hurricanes, tornados and flooding. Camden also utilized 
Fibertown’s Houston location as secondary backup for more security. The result-
ing Fibertown colocation solution proved more cost effective than housing  
servers onsite.
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“  Fibertown provides great service. They’re in constant communication with  
us and provide maintenance as requested. They’re receptive and responsive. 
We’ve experienced no issues with service or facilities and we’ve 

accomplished what was planned.”

 AMADO AGUILAR, INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGER, CAMDEN
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Weatherproof facility  
to keep processes 

running and data safe

Comfort in moving from  
onsite to colocation  

data center

Cost-effective 
solution

The Fibertown solution  
met all of Camden’s  

requirements:
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Camden

About Fibertown 
Our Houston data center is located on a Digital Realty Campus, easily accessible from 
two major highways. Megaport-enabled and operated by the world’s largest data 
center provider, our Houston team provides Fibertown’s signature high-touch service, 
expertise and family feel.

Our Bryan data center is far from the coast for safety and it is home to the Brazos 
Community Emergency Operations Center (CEOC), a multi-jurisdictional organization 
comprised of emergency management personnel. The Bryan data center offers 
access to two separate, geographically diverse, frequently tested utility substations. 
Its primary substation also feeds the utility company headquarters.

We believe extraordinary service should be ordinary. Highly trained and experienced, 
Fibertown’s customer care team provides dedicated, round-the-clock service. 
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Why Fibertown?

Safe from storms
+  Fibertown’s Bryan data center is safe from Gulf Coast storms. Housing data at  

the Houston location affords Camden additional security and peace of mind with 
primary and backup services running out of both locations.

Certified and CEOC onsite
+  The fact that the Fibertown facility is secure, redundant and concurrently  

maintainable gave the Camden IT team confidence. They appreciate that the  
Brazos Community Emergency Operations Center (CEOC) is run out of the Bryan 
facility and that Fibertown is privy to emergency information like weather events.

Trusted team
+  The driving force in Camden partnering with Fibertown is the account team.  

The Fibertown team has earned the trust of the Camden IT team through  
communications and service, especially easing the transition from an on-site  
data center to colocation.


